Corrected confidence intervals are developed for an unknown parameter for data from a sequential experiment. The corrections are obtained from asymptotic expansions for the distribution of the signed root transformation and they have a simple form. The model does not require independent and identically distributed random variables, or smooth stopping boundaries. Inference about the failure rate of an exponential distribution when data are subject to random censoring, censoring by real time, and optional stopping is used to illustrate the main results. The accuracy of the method is confirmed through simulation studies.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the use of a sequential design does not affect the likelihood function. So, upon termination of a sequential test concerning a parameter 8, the maximum likelihood estimator 9 of 8 is the same as for a fixed-sample test. However, the distribution of 8 may be affected by the sequential design. In fact, 8 may be severely biased, and its variance may be increased. The main purpose of this paper is to show how very weak expansions for the signed root transformation may be used to construct an approximate confidence interval following a sequential test. Our results go beyond earlier work by requiring neither independence nor smooth boundaries. We are especially interested in the problem of inference about an exponential failure rate when survival times are subject to random censoring and censoring by real time. This example is used to illustrate the main results.
Write l n (8) for the log-likelihood function after n observations and $" for the maximum likelihood estimator of 8. Then the signed root transformation, or directed deviance, is *-(0)'= Jl2{l n (8 n )-l n (d)}l sign(0-0 n )
for 0eQ, where Q is the parameter space, taken to be an interval. The signed root transformation was suggested by Sprott (1973) for use when the observed likelihood function is noticeably nonnormal. The quantity z n is approximately standard normal for n large for each fixed 8. Thus, z n may be regarded as a first approximation to a pivotal quantity.
The results in this paper are for one-parameter exponential families representing observations X u ..., X n having log-likelihood function l n (6) = 0 £ X, -K n \\i{9), and stopping rules essentially of the form K n g(O n )>a, for some positive function g{.). This defines a stopping time t a , roughly equivalent to the number of observations n, which is increasing with probability one with a. In particular, asymptotic expansions are obtained for the mean of z x and a related variance for suitable families of stopping times x = x a (a ^ 1). The expansions take the following form: data-dependent quantities /t a and a a are found for which z x -a-*ft a
is asymptotically standard normal to third order in the very weak sense of Woodroofe (1986) . The basic idea is to consider Bayesian models and derive expansions which are valid for a large class of prior distributions. Note that the Bayesian approach is a device and that the corrections /2 a and d a will not depend on the prior. In effect, Bayesian mathematics is used to arrive at frequentist conclusions. A version of Stein's identity (Stein, 1986) , applied to the posterior distributions, simplifies the analysis dramatically.
To state the main result, let Q> denote the standard normal distribution function. Then it may be shown that
as a -> oo for all 0 < c < oo, for a large class of twice continuously differentiable densities £ with compact support. In fact, a stronger result may be obtained. Let
where <f> denotes the standard normal density function. Then '1 as a-*co, for large classes of functions h and twice continuously differentiable compactly supported £,. Woodroofe (1986 Woodroofe ( , 1989 ) calls expansions of the form (5) 'very weak expansions' and writes E B {h{z*)} = <&h + o(l/a) very weakly. He argues that very weak expansions are strong enough to support a frequentist interpretation when applied to compute approximate confidence levels. This is essentially because parameter values will vary in repeated applications of a statistical procedure. The very weak approach is natural here because conventional fixed-0 expansions do not exist in sequential problems like the ones we consider (Woodroofe & Keener, 1987) . Related results have been obtained by Hardwick (1996) in the context of a fixed-sample test. Our approach may be compared to two others. A widely studied method involves ordering the points on the stopping boundary, e.g. Siegmund (1978) , Facey & Whitehead (1990) . The ordering is used to construct a family of tests, and confidence bounds are obtained by inverting this family of tests. This approach is more complicated than ours. An alternative approach is to subtract the estimated bias of 9 from the estimate, and then to calculate an approximate standard error of the corrected estimator, e.g. Whitehead (1986) . This method tends to overcorrect the estimate. However, for certain problems, explicit formulae can be obtained for the bias and standard error of 9 (Coad, 1994) . The approach described here is relatively simple and also yields confidence intervals with coverage probabilities close to the nominal values.
Our results have a similar flavour to those of Barndorff-Nielsen (1986) . Our z* is a natural analogue of his r*. See the book by Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox (1994) for an account of these ideas and subsequent work. The results in the present paper differ through the use of posterior distributions and very weak expansions as opposed to fixed-parameter expansions. It does not seem possible to obtain such expansions in our discrete-time, sequential context. Barndorff-Nielsen's approach is useful in some sequential problems in continuous time, or more generally where there is no overshoot. This was shown in an interesting paper by Pierce & Peters (1994) . Bickel & Ghosh (1990) , Dawid (1991) and Sweeting (1995a, b) also use a Bayesian approach to arrive at frequentist conclusions. Our paper differs from these in two ways: there is no analogue here of the unsmoothing step, because unsmoothing is not possible in our context; and our derivation of the Bayesian expansions uses Stein's identity in place of Taylor series expansions.
The exponential family model is described in § 2 and the general form of the stopping times under consideration is given. In § 3, Stein's identity is used to obtain expansions for the posterior expectation of functions of z n . Very weak expansions are given in § 4 as a sequence of stopping time goes to oo, and rough derivations are given for the mean and a variance of the transformed parameter. These may be used to construct an approximately pivotal quantity of the form (2). The results of a simulation study of several sequential tests are reported in § 5. Possible extensions to the work are indicated in § 6.
THE EXPONENTIAL FAMILY MODEL
Consider a one-parameter exponential family model for observations X u ...,X n , for which the log-likelihood function is of the form for all 9 e Si, where S n = E X t and K n > 0 are random variables, SI is an interval, and i// is a strictly convex function on SI. Such models arise in a variety of contexts. Examples include compound Poisson models, branching processes, and birth and death processes. See Sarensen (1986) for a survey of models for which the log-likelihood function is of the form (6).
Let v = i//(0) be the mean of the distribution. Then E e (S n ) = vE e (K H ) under appropriate regularity conditions, and the maximum likelihood estimator of v is whenever K n > 0. Also, v is a one-to-one function of 9, by the assumed strict convexity. Throughout this section and the next, we suppose that the K n are nondecreasing, that sup B K n = oo, and that v n e ij/'(Q) with probability one on {K n > 0}, under a probability measure pr e , for each n ^ 1 and each 9 e SI. Then the maximum likelihood estimator of 9 is defined by \jf'(9 n ) = t n , and
where I(co, 9)^=^(9) -i/K«) -\l/' ((o)(9 -co) for all co, 9 e SI Thus, from (1), we have that
The stopping times for the sequential tests we shall study depend on three design parameters, a > 0 and integers l^m<N. The tests require a minimum of m observations and are truncated after N observations. Specifically, let g be a positive, convex function, and let
Then the tests terminate at time
Of course, g is absolutely continuous with derivative gf. It is not assumed that gf is continuous. So, the stopping boundary does not necessarily have to be smooth, but can have corners. To this extent, the results answer a question raised by Woodroofe (1992a) , who considered a truncated sequential probability ratio test in which the truncation is modified so that the boundary is smooth. As we shall see in § 5, the accuracy of the confidence interval method for these tests does not seem to require smooth boundaries.
The main results in this paper include very weak expansions for the mean of z, and a related variance for stopping times T of the form (9). We may use these expansions to construct an approximately pivotal quantity z* of the form (2), whose distribution can be approximated by a standard normal. Suppose that
in pr e -probability for all 9 e Q and that condition (13) below is satisfied. Then it is shown in § 4 that say, and say, where fi a = fi(9 z ) and i// w denotes the fourth derivative of \J/. The latter expression may be estimated by <%>=ol(8 t ).
Given a desired confidence level 0 < y < 1, let c be the (1 + y)/2 quantile of the standard normal distribution and J a = {9:\z*{6)\ ^c}. If (3) holds, then J a has confidence level y to third order in the very weak sense; that is, 1 for all compactly supported densities ^ for which (16) holds. Relation (3) is valid provided that (10) holds and for every compact C cz Cl there is an rj -r\ c for which
Details of the proof may be obtained from the authors. One-sided versions of (3), obtained from (5) by letting h be the indicator of (-oo, c], require additional conditions on the stopping times.
As an illustration of the above results, consider a clinical trial in which patients enter the trial at unit intervals. The survival and censoring times for the patient admitted at time k (k = 1, 2,...) are denoted by L k and C k , respectively. We assume that the L k are independent exponential random variables with unknown failure rate 9 > 0. We further assume that the C k are independent positive random variables with unknown distribution function G, and that the C k and L k are independent.
Let
for n = 1, 2,... and k = \,... ,n. At time n, X^ denotes the time on test for the patient admitted at time k, and d^ is an indicator variable with value one if the patient admitted at time k has died while on test, and zero otherwise. Thus, the survival times are censored by both real time and an independent censoring variable. The log-likelihood function at time n is
where K n = E S& and S n = E X^. Let v = 1/0, the mean of the L k (k = 1, 2,...). Then the maximum likelihood estimators of 9 and v are for K n~^ 1. Observe that (6) reduces to the exponential case in (15) when Q = (0, oo), \j/{9) = -logfl, and S n is replaced by -S n . We now describe three sequential tests for the exponential case.
Example 1: Truncated sequential probability ratio test. Consider testing H O :9 = 9 O against H 1 :9 = 9 1 {9 O <9 1 ) using a truncated sequential probability ratio test. Here the stopping time is of the form (8) with
It is clear that g(x) is a convex function for all x > 0.
Example 2: Triangular test. A more general sequential test of H o : 6 = 9 0 against H x : 9 = 9 X {9 O <9 1 ) can be defined in terms of linear stopping boundaries. Such tests were investigated by Armitage (1957) and Anderson (1960) . A special case of these, the triangular test, has been advocated by Whitehead (1992, p. 80) . Let <5 = a/N. Then the stopping time for this time can be written in the form (8) with g(v,,) = 5 + |log(0 1 /0o)-(0 1 -0o)v I ,|. Example 3: Repeated significance test. Consider the problem of testing H O :9 = 9 O against H 1 :9 =t = 9 0 , using a repeated significance test. Such tests have been studied by Armitage (1975, Ch. 2) and Siegmund (1978) . The stopping time for this test can be written in the form (8) with g(t H ) = H{9 Q $ n ), where H(x) = x -1 -log x for x > 0. Observe that H is a convex function for which H'(x) = 1 -1/x and H"(x) = 1/x 2 for all x > 0.
POSTERIOR EXPANSIONS FOR SIGNED ROOT TRANSFORMATIONS
In this section, the posterior distribution of z n is obtained, and then Stein's identity is used to obtain expansions for the posterior expectation of functions of z n .
Observe that the left-hand side of (5) gives the expectation of h{z*) in a Bayesian model in which 6 is replaced by a random variable 0 with prior density £, on Q. So, the lefthand side of (5) may be studied by approximating posterior distributions. Consider such a Bayesian model. We assume that t, has compact support in ft, that ^ and ^' are absolutely continuous on ft, and that
Also, let s& y c s# 2 c ... be increasing sigma-algebras for which (K n , S n ) is .^-measurable for all n ^ 1. For example, in the exponential case, let
Expectation in the Bayesian model is denoted by £ 4 , and conditional expectation given stf n is denoted by E\. Conditional probability and expectation given 0 = 6 are denoted by pr e and E g . If K n > 0, then the conditional density of 0 given s4 n is
We now transform this to find the conditional density of z n = z n (0) given s4 n . Note that, by (1), e'"
10
' is proportional to e~i z $ and, by using (7), dz/ddccl/J(6 n , 6), where for all 6 e ft, and / is as in § 2. Thus, the conditional density of z n given sf n is C(z) cc ŵ hich may be written in the form where f n (z) = J(6 n , 8)£(9)/c n and c n is a normalising constant. A version of Stein's identity (Stein, 1986 ) may be applied to the posterior distribution of z n in order to obtain asymptotic expansions. Let h be a function of polynomial growth, and define Oh by (4). The Stein transformation is defined as 
VERY WEAK EXPANSIONS FOR SIGNED ROOT TRANSFORMATIONS
Third-order very weak expansions are given in this section as a sequence of stopping times goes to oo. The derivations use (18) with n replaced by a stopping time. In particular, an affine transformation of z r is obtained which is standard normal to third order in the very weak sense. This is achieved by calculating very weak approximations to the mean of z t and to a related variance, and then standardised using (2).
For a family of stopping times with respect to s/ u s4 2 , • • •, say T = x a (a ^ 1) for which T fl ->oo as a-yco, supposed that p exists as in (10). Then it can be shown that 9 z -*9 as a-* co in pr e -probability. Furthermore, F*(0 t , 0)->Ff(0)'=Ff(0,0) as a->oo in pr eprobability for i = 1,2, and the conditional expectation in (18) becomes
yja a a where 1 f°° ,
J-co
and W a is a remainder term, defined by (19). Ignoring the remainder term and taking expectations with respect to the distribution of T in (19), we may write
Jn (20)
This is the basis for the expansions. In some cases, the integrals on the right-hand side of (20) say, as a -»• oo in pr e -probability for almost every 6 and, therefore, in pr r probability.
Assuming that limit and integral may be interchanged, it follows that as o->oo. As above, the latter expression may be simplified using integration by parts, but this time there is a surprise. Assuming only that Jp is absolutely continuous,
E,{Q i (&)} may be written in the form
Ja where
V(
This assumption means that our method does not require smooth stopping boundaries.
It follows that

{{J} l L )
as a-* co. Again (24) does not depend on £, and (25) is valid for a large class of twice continuously differentiable densities £, with compact support, so that (25) may be written as a very weak approximation say, which may be estimated by o% = cr^(0 t ). It may be shown that (5) holds with the above choices of jl a and & a .
SIMULATION RESULTS
51.
General When specialised to the exponential survival model at the end of § 2, the approximate mean and variance in (11) and (12) In order to assess the accuracy of the above approximations, a simulation study based on 10 000 replications was conducted, for selected values of the design parameters. In each case, the value of 6 0 was 10. The results are reported separately for the three sequential We also require p(6), as defined by (10). Let £<, = a/N and e t = m/a with 0 < e t < 1/eoThen, it may be shown, by using (8) and (9), that M-T^ll (28) {< for all 0 > 0. Observe that, if T = m or TV, the use of (28) in (26) and (27) yields the fixedsample approximations for the mean and variance of z z used by Hardwick (1996) . Since the distribution function of the censoring times, G, is unknown, we require estimates of A(0) and A'(0), for use in (28) and in the corresponding expression for p'{6). Now, at time n, consistent estimates for these quantities are given by n n k=1 n k=i
In the simulation study, the censoring times were independent exponential random variables with unknown failure rate X > 0. In this case, it is easily seen that A(0) = 6/(9 + X). The results given below are for the case X = 10. Thus, if 9 = 10, about 50% of the responses will be censored, while, for 9= 1-5 and 20, the respective figures are 40% and 33^%. It is important to bear these figures in mind when assessing the accuracy of the approximations. For example, if N -100 and 9 = 20, then we may have complete data on only 67 patients.
Truncated sequential probability ratio test
We now return to the sequential test in Example 1 in § 2. Monte Carlo results are reported in detail when 0 t = 1-8, m = 1, a = 5-0 and N = 100. Monte Carlo estimates of the error probabilities for 9 = 10 and 1-8 are, respectively, 0019 and 0014, and those for the expected sample sizes are about 50. Table 1 gives Monte Carlo estimates of the first two moments of z r and z*. The second and third columns clearly demonstrate that the standard normal distribution provides a poor approximation to the distribution of z t . In particular, stopping on a low or high value of <>" induces a positive or negative bias. However, from the fourth and fifth columns, we see that the Monte Carlo estimates of E g (z*) and {E e (z* 2 )}$ are in close agreement with the nominal values of 0 and 1.
Monte Carlo estimates of pr e (z* ^ z) for z --1-960, -1-645,1-645 and 1-960 are given in Table 2 . These are generally in good agreement with the normal values. Values are also included for pr e (| z* | < z) for z = 1-960 and 1-645. These suggest that the use of a standard normal distribution for the distribution of z* should provide reasonably accurate confidence intervals for 6. Moreover, if we compare the present results with those in Table 2 of Woodroofe (1992a) , there appears to be little loss in accuracy of the confidence interval method due to the presence of corners in the stopping boundary.
Simulation results were also obtained for the two combinations of design parameters, 0! = 20, m = 1, a = 4-0 and N = 50, and 0j = 1-6, m = 1, a = 50 and N = 150. The approximations in § 4 were less accurate for the first combination than when N = 100, especially in the left tail of the distribution of z* for 9 near 115. The accuracy of the approximations for the second combination was comparable with that when N = 100.
5-3. Triangular test
The second sequential test we consider was described in Example 2 in § 2. Monte Carlo results are reported in detail when 0 X = 1-8, m = \,a = 100 and N = 100. The error probabilities for 6 = 10 and 1-8 are, respectively, 0-014 and 0012. The expected sample size for both values is about 65. Table 3 gives Monte Carlo estimates of the first two moments of z t and z*. As for the truncated sequential probability ratio test, the second and third columns clearly indicate the poor approximation that the standard normal distribution provides to the distribution of z t . The Monte Carlo estimates in the fourth and fifth columns are in closer agreement with the nominal values of 0 and 1 than the corresponding estimates in Table 1 .
Monte Carlo estimates of the distribution function of z* are given in Table 4 . There is remarkably close agreement with the normal values. The present results for censored survival data are consistent with the remarks made by Woodroofe (1992a) concerning the accuracy of the method for the triangular test for normally distributed data with known variance. Similar results were found for two other combinations of design parameters: 0 t = 2-0, m = i ; a = 80 and N = 50; and 0 t = 1-6, m = 1, a = 10-0 and N = 150. The accuracy of the approximations was similar to that for the case 6 t = 1-8, m = 1, a = 100 and N = 100. This is indeed remarkable, given that the expected sample sizes for several of the values of 8 are less than 40 when N = 50.
5-4. Repeated significance test
Monte Carlo results for the repeated significance test described in Example 3 are reported in detail when m = 10, a = 50 and N = 100. The significance level for the test is 0016, while its power is 0-93 for 9 = 1-8, for which the expected sample size is about 50.
Monte Carlo estimates of the first two moments of z r and z* are presented in Table 5 . The conclusions are similar to those for the first two sequential tests, but the Monte Carlo estimates in the fourth and fifth columns are not in such close agreement with the normal values as those in Tables 1 and 3 .
The behaviour observed in Table 5 is confirmed by the Monte Carlo estimates of the distribution function of z* in Table 6 . Although these are generally in close agreement with the normal values, there is poor agreement for several values of 6 in the left tail of the distribution. This may indicate that the approximations derived in § 4 work better for straight line boundaries than for curved ones. It is also possible that they are less effective in this case because of the early stopping allowed by the repeated significance test.
Simulation results were also obtained for the two combinations of design parameters, m = 10, a = 50 and N = 150, and m -10, a = 30 and N = 50, corresponding to tests with power 0-91 for 0 = 1-6 and 0-93 for 0 = 20, respectively. The accuracy of the approximations for the first combination was comparable with that when N = 100. Interestingly, 
Multiparameter problems
The exponential family model considered in this paper and the normal model studied by Woodroofe (1992a) both essentially depend on only one parameter. A natural extension of the confidence interval method in the present paper is to testing problems involving several parameters. This is clearly a difficult problem. However, recent work by Woodroofe (1989) and Sun (1994) may provide a good starting point. Woodroofe (1989) was the first to exploit the use of Stein's identity in deriving asymptotic expansions. Interest lay in the estimation of parameters in an adaptive normal linear model. By using a multivariate version of the identity, approximations were derived for the sampling distributions of the maximum likelihood estimators. The results were applied to a sequential test involving two treatments with normal responses and known variances. Sun (1994) showed how a bivariate version of Stein's identity may be used to obtain asymptotic expansions for certain two-parameter models. The derivation of the expansions was considerably simplified by reparametrising the problem so that the parameters varied independently. Sun used his results to approximate the sampling distribution of the loglikelihood ratio statistic for a sequential t-test.
In order to construct approximate confidence intervals in multiparameter problems using the method in § § 3 and 4, it is necessary to define a transformation similar to (1). One possibility is to use the multivariate version of the signed root transformation studied by Bickel & Ghosh (1990) . Although this yields a posterior distribution of a form suitable for Stein's identity, it contains a Jacobian term which may be difficult to evaluate unless the parameters in the model vary independently. In principle, one can construct an approximately pivotal vector of the form (2), and then use the asymptotic expansions to approximate its mean vector and a related covariance matrix. See the discussion paper by Pierce & Peters (1992) for a survey of confidence sets in multiparameter problems in a nonsequential context.
An interesting example of a multiparameter problem is that of a multi-armed clinical trial. In an unpublished paper, we have shown how the confidence interval method in the present paper can be applied to the three-treatment clinical trial models proposed by Siegmund (1993) and by R. A. Betensky, in her unpublished Stanford Ph.D. thesis. Here interest lies in obtaining approximate simultaneous confidence intervals for contrasts. In another paper, we have shown how the method may be used to compare two exponential survival curves with censoring.
6-2. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented a method for obtaining an approximate confidence interval for the unknown failure rate following a sequential test involving censored survival data of the form (14). One important feature of the method is that the stopping boundary need not be smooth. Simulations for several sequential tests indicate that the method is quite accurate.
We have concentrated in the paper on the actual method of estimation. There are several aspects of the censored survival data problem which have not been addressed. For example, we have not discussed approximations for the error probabilities and expected sample size for the various tests. In fact, fairly accurate heuristic approximations for these have been developed for the repeated significance test based on a Brownian motion approximation. It would be interesting to justify these by using nonlinear renewal theory, e.g. Woodroofe (1982) . We hope to give details of this in a separate paper.
